
HygCond
Monoblock series



Comprehensive support 
from a single source 

Less time consuming. 
Just one contact person - from planningto implementation. Individual sizing accordingto customer 
requirements. This reduces interfaces and keeps the time required for operation to a minimum. 

All from a single source - reliable and resource-saving. 

Project-specific configuration. 
A basic HygCond appliance is enhanced with high-quality ICE, refrigeration and heat pump technol-
ogy as weil as various hydraulic assemblies to suit the specific project requirements. All functional 
units used come from the specialist departments of Berlinerluft. and work together in perfect 
harmony. This prevents distribution losses and guarantees high redundancy. 

Maximum energy efficiency is always our aim. 

Plug-and-play delivery. 
Precise planning, exact configuration and full fitting in the factory guarantee easy commissioning 
of the system at its deployment location. The experience and expertise of our trained service 
technicians ensure a smooth handover. 

The control system can be adapted to your needs at any time and guarantees that the system 
will run optimally in the future. 

All from a single source - reliable and meets your requirements. 

You choose - we deliver. 
When you decide on air conditioning appliances from the HygCond series, you have the choice 
between the delivery of individual units or a complete appliance as a monoblock, in which all the 
modules you require are installed. The monoblock allows you to save on installation costs, reduce 
construction and delivery logistics and shorten installation times. 

The monoblock - planned individually, delivered complete. 

System solutions from a single source. 
Benefit from our expertise and many years of experience of air conditioning appliances. 
The HygCond Monoblock enables you to configure system solutions exactly as your project re-
quires. We supply from a single source, fully "plug and play" for direct connection to your energy 
supply. Individual control with optimum performance coefficients (EER, COP) and maximum 
energy efficiency is pre-configured in the factory. Our range also includes hydraulic assemblies 
such as heaters and coolers and special assemblies such as free cooling. 

The Monoblock - optimum control ex works. 
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